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Overview
The BRAIN Commons (BC) Workspace user guide is designed to help users navigate the advanced computing
services in the BRAIN Commons using the BC Workspace feature with access to Jupyter Notebook and R Studio.
This user guide provides the how-to-steps for making the most of the BRAIN Commons Workspace experience.
Approved users with R or Python experience can use workspaces to access, store and analyze data across multiple
cohorts. Our workspaces allow for collaboration and can be shared among members of a project team. Using the
integrated, web based, Jupyter Notebook environment, users can perform advanced querying and analysis within
and across the BRAIN Commons datasets. The BC Workspace is also pre-configured with a development
environment for the statistical programming language R. More information about RStudio can be found at
RStudio.com .
Please review these definitions as they will be useful in understanding the sections that follow in this user guide:
1.
2.
3.

Download: Copy selected data from the BRAIN Commons platform to your computer.
Save: Save a selection of the BRAIN Commons data to your “My Stuff” page in the BRAIN Commons
platform.
Export: Copy saved BRAIN Commons data into a workspace for further analysis.

Request Workspace
Qualified Zone 2 and Designated Zone 3 users can request advanced computing services and obtain a BC
Workspace to access Jypyter Notebook and R Studio. It is recommended that users have programming experience
with R or Python to take full advantage of the BC Workspace feature.
To obtain a BC Workspace, a user must have an activated “Request Advanced Compute” button on their Profile
Page (Image 1).

Image 1. Request Advanced Compute

This button is activated once a user has been approved for Zone 2 or Zone 3 and has Qualified Researcher or
Designated User status in the BRAIN Commons.
After clicking on the “Request Advanced Compute” button on the Profile Page, you will be asked to submit a
proposal of your intended analysis as part of the BC Workspace request process. Information about your proposed
use of the workspace features will help the BC Team determine the amount of compute and type of computing
instance (e.g., EMR, EC2) needed to support the analysis. The BC Team will work with users off-line to execute a
services agreement and establish your BC Workspace.
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The BC Team will notify the user via email when the BC Workspace is ready. Upon receiving this confirmation
email, the user will need to return to their BC account and complete the tasks as described below.

Verify Instance
Click “Tools” in the BC navigation bar (Image 2) and the browser will open to the Explore Tools Dashboard. This
dashboard serves as a landing page for the BC Tools currently available in the BRAIN Commons.

Image 2. Explore Tools Dashboard

Click “Workspace” (i.e., Workspace Button) in the Explore Tools Dashboard (Image 3).

Image 3. Workspace Button

Verify the BC Workspace instance by viewing the type of workspace instance listed in the Workspace Landing Page
(Image 4). This should read as either EMR or EC2 and align with the services agreed to in the services agreement.
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Image 4. Workspace Landing Page

Start, Stop Workspace
After verifying the BC Workspace, a user can start their BC Workspace by clicking “Start Workspace” (Image 5). The
user will be asked to confirm that they want to start the workspace (Image 6).

Image 5. Start Workspace
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Image 6. Confirm Start Workspace

After confirming the starting of the workspace, the user will receive an email when the BC Workspace is ready. The
EC2 instance can take up to 5 minutes to start and the EMR instance can take up to 15 minutes to start when the
workspace is first provisioned.
After receiving the email that the BC Workspace is ready, the user will notice that the status of the Workspace will
change from “STARTING” to “STARTED” (Image 7).

Image 7. Workspace Started

After the BC Workspace has been started, click “Launch Workspace” (Image 8). The user will be asked to confirm
that they want to launch the workspace (Image 9).
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Image 8. Launch Workspace

Image 9. Confirm Launch Workspace

The BC Workspace will provide the user with the status of the launch (Image 10) while the session is being
prepared.
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Image 10. Launching Workspace

When the BC Workspace session is ready for use, the Jupyter and R Studio Landing Page will appear (Image 11) and
the user is able to analyze data in the BC.

Image 11. Jupyter, RStudio Landing Page

Click “Stop Workspace” to stop the BC Workspace session (Image 12). The user will be asked to confirm that they
want to stop the workspace (Image 13).
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Image 12. Stop Workspace

Image 13. Confirm Stop Workspace

If a user has shared their BC Workspace with other users on their project team, this confirmation step will remind
the user of other active users. See Share Workspace to learn more about sharing BC Workspaces.
A user can ensure they have successfully stopped the BC Workspace when they see “The workspace is STOPPED”
status (Image 14). The user(s) of the BC Workspace will also get an email notification that the workspace has
stopped.
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Image 14. Stopped Workspace

Export Data to Workspace
A user can explore BC data to build and save cohorts that are stored in the “My Cohorts” section of the My Stuff
Landing Page (Image 15).

Image 15. My Stuff Landing Page

A user can then export their saved cohorts to their BC Workspace by clicking on the kebab menu (Image 16) and
clicking “Export to Workspace” (Image 17).

Image 16. My Cohorts Kebab Menu
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Image 17. My Cohorts-Export to Workspace

Then a user can navigate back to the Workspace Landing Page to click on “View File Directory” (Image 18) and see
the saved files that have been exported to their BC Workspace (Image 19) and in the File Directory.

Image 18. Workspace Landing Page - View File Directory

Image 19. File Directory
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Upload Files to Workspace
In addition to analyzing BRAIN Commons data, a user may want to analyze their own data using a workspace. A
user can upload a file to the BC Workspace via the Workspace Landing Page, by clicking on “View File Directory”
(Image 20) and then “Upload File” (Image 21). These files could include data, scripts or other code files.

Image 20. Workspace Landing Page – View File Directory

Image 21. Upload File

Share Files in Workspace
The BC Workspace is designed to share files with other BC users who have a BC Workspace and have been
approved with similar data access rights. These files could include data, scripts or other code files. A user can share
a file to the BC Workspace via the Workspace Landing Page, by clicking on “View File Directory” (Image 22) and
then selecting the file or files to share and clicking the share icon (Image 23).
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Image 22. View File Directory

Image 23. Select and Share File

After selecting the file(s) and clicking the share button (Image 23), select a user from the drop-down menu and
click the “Add User” button to share the BC Workspace file with another user (Image 24). These files could include
data, scripts or other code files.
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Image 24. Add User to Share Notebook

Download Files from Workspace
In addition to analyzing BRAIN Commons data, a user may want to download files from the BC workspace for use
outside of the BRAIN Commons. This feature is only available for data that has been authorized for download by
the data contributor. A user can download files from the BC Workspace via the Workspace Landing Page, by
clicking on “View File Directory” (Image 25) and then selecting the file or files to download and click the download
icon (Image 26).

Image 25. View File Directory
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Image 26. Download File(s)

Share Workspace
The BC Workspace is designed to support research collaboration and team science. A user can share their BC
Workspace with other BC users who have similar data access rights.
Note: The owner of the BC Workspace is responsible for the BC Workspace services that are provided under the
services agreement.
From the BC Workspace Landing Page, a user can click on the kebab menu next to “View File Directory” and then
click “Share” to share their BC Workspace (Image 27).

Image 27. Workspace Landing Page – Kebab Menu & Share
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A new window will appear so that a user can select another user to add to their BC Workspace. Select the user
from the drop-down menu and click “Add User” (Image 28).

Image 28. Share Workspace – Select & Add User

A successfully added user will appear in the “Share Workspace” window (Image 29) and also on the Workspace
Landing Page (Image 30).

Image 29. Share Workspace – Added User
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Image 30. Workspace Landing Page - Users

A user can view all users they have shared their BC Workspace with via the Workspace Landing Page, by clicking on
“View”. A list of users will appear (Image 31).

Image 31. Workspace Landing Page – View Users

Jupyter Notebook
The notebook extends the console-based approach to interactive computing in a qualitatively new direction,
providing a web-based application suitable for capturing the whole computation process: developing,
documenting, and executing code, as well as communicating the results. The Jupyter notebook combines two
components: (1) A web application: a browser-based tool for interactive authoring of documents which combine
explanatory text, mathematics, computations and their rich media output. (2) Notebook documents: a
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representation of all content visible in the web application, including inputs and outputs of the computations,
explanatory text, mathematics, images, and rich media representations of objects.
For additional information on Jupyter Notebooks, users can review the content provided at the following links:
https://jupyter.org
https://jupyter-notebook.readthedocs.io/en/stable/notebook.html

R Studio
The BC Workspace is also pre-configured with a development environment for the statistical programming
language R.
For additional information on R Studio, users can review the content provided at the following links:
https://rstudio.com/
https://www.r-project.org/about.html
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